Thirty years of the
Lee ManorSociety
1976-2006
Burnt Ash Road c 1907 showing the corner of Handen
Road on the left .

Potato queue outside 172 Manor Lane during the First
World War.

The Lee Manor Society was set up to care for the
conservation area which was established in 1976.
Government legislation passed in 1967 had given local
authorities the power to designate such areas. This was at
a time when large swathes of Victorian housing were
being demolished to make way for modern estates.
Consisting of local residents who donate their time and
energy freely, the society seeks to preserve the character
of the conservation area and its surroundings.

But residents also had other concerns including the
removal of the swan-necked lamp posts then in place
and commuter rat-running through local streets. Creating
the conservation area brought a halt to demolition but
the lamp posts could not be saved and it took another
seven years for the traffic issues to be resolved.

But it does not just preserve, it works to improve the quality
of life in Lee and to ensure that change takes place in a
sympathetic fashion. It lobbies the council and other
organisations, raises funds for small-scale improvements
and undertakes direct action to remove graffiti and care
for street trees. We take part in consultation on planning
matters. Members have met once a month for the past
thirty years to co-ordinate these activities.
When the society was founded new council estates were
being built on Burnt Ash Road and Burnt Ash Hill in red brick
unsympathetic to the local use of yellow ‘London stock’
brick. Brindishe School and the Handen Road Health
Centre took further bites out of what is now the Lee Manor
conservation area.
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The Church of the Good Shepherd. It was built in 1881
but destroyed by bombing in 1940.
Apart from demolition and traffic, other subjects that
concerned the society in 1975 included misbehaviour in
Manor House Gardens and vandalism in Leegate
shopping centre. Plans were underway to extend
Northbrook School which would have involved
demolishing houses in Hedgely Street and Brightfield
Road but the GLC ran out of money.
Among the society’s early projects were the restoration of
the ice house in Manor House Gardens and of Boone’s
Chapel in Lee High Road. After many ups and downs the
ice house and gardens were restored in 2000 and the
chapel was due to be refurbished in 2007.
Unlike some other conservation areas in Lewisham, Lee
Manor has few sites available for large-scale
development but just beyond our boundaries
commercial developments were happening. In 1980 the
Chiltonian biscuit factory shut down and was later
demolished to make way for industrial units while in 1983
Sainsbury applied to build a supermarket near the Lee
Green junction.
In October 1987 the Great Storm brought down
seventeen limes in Micheldever Road while British Rail
announced plans to demolish Lee Station ticket hall.
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We have chosen the year 2006 to mark the thirtieth
anniversary of the Lee Manor Society because it was in
July 1976 that the council officially created the Lee
Manor Conservation Area. But other dates have an equal
- some might say better - claim. As early as 1974, the
council put forward plans for a smaller conservation area
based on the French mansard-style houses in
Micheldever Road. In February 1975 a steering group of
local residents held their first meeting to consider these
plans. This group, led by Leslie Silk, a local resident and a
Lewisham councillor, pressed from the outset for the
conservation area to be extended to roughly its present
scope. This was agreed but a proposal to extend the
area to the north and west was rejected by the Greater
London Council. The GLC said it did “not consider the
(wider) area particularly worthy of conservation from an
historic buildings point of view.”
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Manor House Gardens in 1907.

Handen Road during the First World War.

In 1989 the conservation area was extended to include
Lee station and the postal sorting office in Woodyates
Road (since converted into homes). In 1992 the French
mansard houses in Micheldever Road were given
strengthened protection against change under under
what is known as an Article 4 direction.

In the same year work started on refurbishing the Gardens
and ice house which both attracted huge crowds on the
official reopening day in June of the Millennium Year
2000.

Over the years the society has achieved greater
protection for other landmarks including Grade ll listing for
the houses at 56-62 Burnt Ash Road and for the K2
telephone box in front of the library in Old Road. It also
prompted the installation (in 1984) of a GLC blue plaque
at 13 Handen Road commemorating the birthplace of
Stanley Unwin (1884-1968), publisher and founder of
George Allen & Unwin. In 1993 we launched what has
become an annual campaign to persuade the council
to plant more street trees.
During the mid -1990s we were involved in protests to
keep open the Manor House library and we backed
plans by the Manor House Gardens User Group to restore
the park. In 1999 we protested successfully
against plans to demolish the vicarage of the Church of
the Good Shepherd in Handen Road.
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In 2002 the Society launched a programme to plant offstreet trees on areas of local greenery. In the same year
the society was awarded a ‘mention’ by the Civic Trust for
the ice house restoration. In 2005 we set up a team of
graffiti busters to meet monthly to clean off ‘tags.’ We
contributed to consultation on plans to demolish and
rebuild Northbrook School to expand pupil numbers. Ice
house visitor numbers since reopening reached nearly
eight thousand.
Some of the problems we tackled when we were first
established have faded. We no longer face the prospect
of badly neglected houses crumbling away. But the
extensive demolition of large Victorian houses in
surrounding streets that do not enjoy conservation area
protection shows what can happen when developers
see an opportunity. What we now find ourselves dealing
with are the problems of affluence with applications for
sometimes unsympathetic extensions. Other challenges
include changing retail patterns that lead to declining
shopping parades while traffic and parking pressures
remain strong.
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